THE INNOVATORS IN SURFACE PREPARATION

BGS-250SC MKII FLOOR GRINDER
A SINGLE DISC GRINDER WITH SPEED CONTROL
The Blastrac BGS-250SC MKII is a single-disc concrete grinder
especially designed for small to medium horizontal surface
preparation applications. It is standard equipped with a speed
control system in order to be able to carry out any type of
operation (grinding, bush hammering, polishing...). The BGS-250SC
MKII is very easy and comfortable to use with low vibrations.
The BGS-250SC MKII concrete grinder is perfect for surface
preparation, surface levelling, bush hammering, preparation
before coating, and removal of coating defects or adhesives. The
BGS-250SC MKII single disc grinder is dust free when connected to
the appropriate Blastrac dust collection system.

Ø250 MM
kg

L,W,H

66 KG
1.187 MM | 482 MM | 1.120 MM
580 - 1.440 RPM
2,2 KW | 230 V | 50 HZ | 9 A | SINGLE PHASE
82 dB(A)
LESS THAN 2,5 M/S
FORWARD
CONCRETE | STONE | MARBLE | ASPHALT | GRANITE | TERAZZO

USER FRIENDLY
Easy to manoeuvre, minimum vibrations and many safety features. All our
single disc grinders are easy to transport due to the lifting eyes and handles.
Plug and grind!

WIDE RANGE OF TOOLS AVAILABLE
Our single disc grinders are compatible with the wide range of Diamag
diamond grinding tools. This allows you to use the machine for a wide
range of flooring applications.

ONE SINGLE GRINDING HEAD
The single grinding head allows all the pressure of the machine to be
distributed onto the one diamond disc in use. This makes the machine
perfect for ‘aggressive’ grinding.

SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM
The Blastrac BGS-250SC MKII is equipped with a speed control system. In
this way, it is possible to carry out a wide range of operations: grinding, bush
hammering, polishing...

DUST FREE WORKING ENVIRONMENT
Every Blastrac grinder has to be connected to a Blastrac industrial dust
collector. This means that you are able to work dust free, creating a safe
working environment.

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
Our single disc grinders, like any other Blastrac machine, neither use any
chemicals nor waste valuable drinking water.

NOTE: Keep in mind that working with bushhammers or cutters is tough job with a lot of vibration. Although the machine is built to last, be aware that
wear parts can have a shorter lifetime when using bushhammer tools. Give your machine the extra maintenance, inspections and care to ensure maximum
performance and a safe job every time.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.BLASTRAC.EU
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BGS-250SC MKII OPTIONS
BDC-122M
BDC-122HC
BDC-133MUD
BDC-133HCUD
DUST COLLECTOR

004583SR
SUCTION HOSE

E01419
E01402
E01417

Ø51 MM

STANDARD GRINDING

BG707116
BG707117
BG707118
BG707114

DISC Ø250MM

STAR GRINDING

10 M

DISC Ø250MM

E12017
E12018
E12019
E09250

BG707250-1
E12020-250PCDG

BG707115

PCD GRINDING DISC

DISC Ø250MM

Ø250MM

ARROW GRINDING
DISC Ø250MM

E07463

E04045

PLATE Ø250MM

CUTTERPLATE

WITH BUSH

Ø250MM

HAMMERS

BLUE PREMIUM

